More video, less bandwidth

Improve incident outcomes - with
Vemotion WebRTC video streaming
Vemotion Interactive, the leading UK manufacturer of low-latency,
high-performance, plug & play live video streaming solutions for systems
integrators and OEM solutions providers, has released a new WebRTC
(Real Time Communication) Viewer.
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Delivering real-time high-quality images, combined with
astonishingly low latency, to any authorised person, the new
Vemotion web viewer enables customers to view live video
from a Vemotion encoder, to any WebRTC browser. The
browser can be located on a desktop, mobile, tablet or TV,
and without the need for any software or browser plug-ins
on the viewing device.
Simple for installers and integrators to add to existing
infrastructure and customise for end-user requirements,
by embedding video into web pages along with other
information, the new Vemotion web viewer is highly reliable,
flexible and robust. The ability to broadcast high-quality,
ultra-low latency live video to Web browser pages enables
more people to readily view video streams from anywhere,
and the video can be securely streamed to stakeholders that
may not normally require access to video streams; making it
ideal for a wide variety of distributed live camera video.

Being able to easily and securely
stream high-quality live video
from Vemotion encoder to Web
page, allows visual intelligence
to be easily distributed to key
stakeholders,” says Steve Haworth,
CEO at Vemotion. “Better real-time
intelligence offers major benefits
and greater success to security
and safety operations, enabling
more people to make better
informed decisions.

Instantly available to anyone an operator wishes to stream
live video to, practical Vemotion WebRTC applications
include real-time camera surveillance footage monitoring
of remote alarm activations, road traffic accidents, security
incidents, or large-scale public event management, within
market sectors including emergency services, military,
government, transport and CNI, etc.

For further information about Vemotion’s new WebRTC Viewer, and comprehensive range of high-performance wireless
video encoders, servers, viewers, bodycams and Polecams, Vemotion can be contacted on Tel: +44 (0) 330 397 2796,
email: info@vemotion.com, or visit www.vemotion.com
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